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研究成果の概要（英文）：Japanese school library staffs are made up of two kinds of profession of 
Shisyo-Kyouyu as a teacher librarian and Gakkou-Shisyo as a school librarianunder the School Library
 Low. As for their initial preparation programs, there are significant problems of that 
Shisyo-Kyouyu program has no practice and seminar hours in its program (5 subjects regarding school 
library) and Gakkou-Shisyo has no initial preparation program in spite of being seen as a specialist
 of the library. In this situation, there are very urgent issues on the school library research to 
develop the professional personnel developing system to connect in-service training with initial 
preparation program in order to prepare for radical changing in the digital age from now on. In this
 research project, this issue will be examined on the basis of evidences by many investigations. 
Then, the result of this research is published as Journal articles, presentations of academic 
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